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Dear Friend:
 
We are again nearing the first quarter of another year that lies before us, full with challenges! I thank God for the 
undeserving gift of sharing in this unique ministry with you. My hope is that you too are grateful to the Almighty for 
having chosen to share in the blessing of His presence through unity. 

How loving and faithful God has been with us and our families! He has preserved our lives with so much love 
up to this day! It is wonderful to look back and realize that, even in the most difficult times, God was with us. 
Strengthening and guiding us with patience and graciousness. It is satisfying to see how our children have 
developed their talents and gifts that God has given them, and also how our Father God, has freed them 
from the enemy’s schemes.  

Paradoxically, we must also recognize our infidelity: our encounters with God have not been consistent, the 
unconditional rendering of our will to Him has been replaced by our own decisions, filled with self-sufficiency. 

Our humanity is discouraging! We resolve to be faithful to God and despite our intentions, our efforts our 
never sufficient in obtaining our proposed goal. What’s wrong with us? Why, if we know that surrendering 
completely to God is the most important thing for our salvation and for our families, do we resist it with 
fear? 

The answer is simple. We fight against ourselves. Against our weakness and instability. With our human frailty and 
sins.  

What to do then with such a discouraging reality? The solution is simple, so simple that at sometimes we 
forget. The secret to victory for a Christian is in PRAYER.  Revive your prayer time! Don’t wait for another 
quarter to begin renewing your vow of consecration. Start today, this very instant. Right now, as you are 
reading these words.  Put the magazine aside and close your eyes. Lift your heart to God, who is anxious to 
meet with you, bless your life, and reestablish the connection that has been interrupted.

Don’t let this wonderful opportunity pass you by. At this very instant, someone may be in need of your prayer. Your 
children could be freed from the schemes of the evil one if you pray for them with faith. Your husband can renew his 
strength and obtain wisdom from the Almighty when you intercede on his behalf.   

In this brand new year, 2018, let us commit to strengthen our bonds, PRAY MORE and let us together enjoy God’s love. 

With esteem. 

Rut Herrera de Delgado
Eastern Cuba Conference

2018
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My life is not exempt from the fire of problems; there is no security in this world, but we 
serve a wonderful God. An all powerful, loving God that says: “When you pass through 
the waters,  I will be with you;and when you pass through the rivers,   they will not sweep 
over you. When you walk through the fire,   you will not be burned; the flames will not 
set you ablaze.” (Isaiah 43:2). We must make sure to be prepared for crisis, problems, 
and difficulties that we will face while waiting for this world to pass and the promise of 
a better one to be fulfilled.  

Let us make a list that will help us confront any situation that may put our physical, 
psychological, and spiritual security at risk:

1. Keep the keys on hand, open your mind to every opportunity that God provides in 
your life. Isolation, loneliness make us more fragile when confronted with a crisis. Stay 
open to God’s will so that Romans 12:12 may become a reality… “ Be joyful in hope, 
patient in affliction, faithful in prayer.”

2. Never cease praying. Even though it all seems hopeless, keep talking to God. “Yes, 
my soul, find rest in God;  my hope comes from him.” Psalm 62:5

3. There are still good people in this world of sin. Never underestimate human 
kindness. I have seen how people have stepped up to help me during a difficult time, the 
hand of God working in their hearts was revealed. Experiencing this will allow us to see 
the beauty in each person and allow us to say God exists, evident in his creation. 

4. Activate the alarm and seek shelter: In critical, difficult, and stressful moments 
God has created a survival instinct within us. Sometimes we can’t even think when we 
are in the midst of a situation. That’s why it’s necessary to communicate daily with God, 
so that we may hear His voice in those moments. When problems come, seek a place 
of refuge at the feet of Jesus. Just like the Psalmist says, “The Lord is my light and my 
salvation—   whom shall I fear?The Lord is the stronghold of my life—   of whom shall I 
be afraid?” Psalm 27:1

5. Get far away from the flame: We frequently maintain ourselves submerged in our 
problems, thinking about the cause of our anxiety and worry every second. You might 
think you will lose a lot if you don’t keep your guard up. However, sometimes maintaining 
the peace is better than being right. The Bible teaches us that: “Better a patient person 
than a warrior,one with self-control than one who takes a city.”  Proverbs 16:32

6. Ask for help.  If you are trapped in a difficult situation, ask for help. Many people feel 
that a Pastor’s family should not have problems, this is far from the truth! A couple can 
face a multitude of situations together, but there will be circumstances that go beyond 
what they can handle. Therefore it is necessary to seek out assistance from trustworthy 
sources that will provide safe and timely counsel, before the flames get out of control. 
“Trust in the Lord with all your heart;  and lean not on your own understanding; in all 

Zoila de Atalido;  Licensed Nurse, with 
a PhD. in Critical care and a Master’s in 
Family therapy. She is married to Jorge 
Atalido and lives in Caracas, VZ.

your ways submit to him,  and he will make 
your paths straight.”  Proverbs 3:5-6

7. If you find yourself in the midst of a 
fire, “stop, drop, and roll.” Life’s difficulties 
can exhaust us, discourage us, take away 
our sleep, peace, and joy. It’s because we 
are trying to fix them with our own ideas, 
our own strength. Don’t wait until you get 
to the point of anxiety, simply, stop and 
surrender at the feet of Jesus. Just like 
God’s word states, “When all the Israelites 
saw the fire coming down and the glory 
of the Lord above the temple, they knelt 
on the pavement with their faces to the 
ground, and they worshiped and gave 
thanks to the Lord, saying,“He is good;    his 
love endures forever.” 2 Chronicles 7:3

-2
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A family’s most important mission begins with the flock that God has given us: 
Our children. There is no more important mission field than this one. 

I want to begin by saying that as pastor´s wives we have the responsibility of 
fighting for our children’s happiness and their continuous faithfulness to stay 
on the path to our heavenly Canaan.  If instead, we sow tares in them, God will 
hold us accountable. 

At times as a couple in ministry we may feel overburdened in God’s labor and unwittingly we can transmit this feeling to 
our children. There is a quote from the book Christian Education, that I would like to share with you today: “The soil of 
the heart should be preoccupied; the seeds of truth should be sown therein in the earliest years. If parents are careless 
in this matter, they will be called to account for their unfaithful stewardship. Children should be dealt with tender and 
love, and taught that Christ is their personal Saviour, and that by the simple process of giving their hearts and minds to 
Him they become His disciples.” – {FE 368.3} Another quote that has caught my attention each time I’ve read it, is found 
in Patriarchs and Prophets: “Every year she made, with her own hands,… a robe of service for him; Every fiber of the 
little garment had been woven with a prayer that he might be pure, noble, and true. She did not ask for her son worldly 
greatness, but she earnestly pleaded that he might attain that greatness which Heaven values—that he might honor 
God and bless his fellowmen.”—Patriarchs and Prophets, 572 (1890). – {DG 41.3} This should be our daily prayer for our 
children.

I am going to share some aspects of my daily life with my children. I have three:  A twenty year old young adult, an eighteen 
year old teenage girl, and a ten year old boy who brings so much joy to our home. They were presented and dedicated to 
God at an early age, so that He could guide them to become women and men of good. 
That is what all mother and father’s hope for! I praise God because He is the only 
One who can accomplish this within our children and with their hearts.  
 
My firstborn is studying Theology. He will graduate this year, with God’s favor 
and his own effort. Watching him preach, seeing his training in following in the 
footsteps of Jesus Christ in spreading the gospel, fills me with satisfaction 
and infinite gratitude to our heavenly Father. It is so wonderful to see that your 
children love Jesus as much as you! Only Christ, through the Holy Spirit can 
accomplish this.  My son is fascinated by his career and longs to begin working 
and completely surrender himself to preaching the word. But I will tell you, my 
dear friends, this is only achieved with prayer and fasting. I want to invite you, if 
you have small children, to be a good example. Dedicate the quality time they 

“Start children off on 
the way they should 
go, and even when 

they are old they will 
not turn from it.”. 

(Prov. 22:6) 

Our Greatest Challenge 
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need, don’t stop having daily family worship with them, both in the mornings and evenings. Teach them to cultivate their 
reading skills, this helps them so much in their education. 

When our children become teenagers, they detest being treated like kids. They don’t want you to tell them when to 
worship, they need their own space to have theirs, as well as a close relationship with Jesus. Something that worked 
in my home, was letting them “go” for morning devotion. To ensure that they had a personal relationship with Jesus, 
on Fridays, when receiving the Sabbath, each one shared something that had most impacted them from the lesson and 
personal devotional. That is how we were able to notice whether they truly had an intimate encounter with God during 
the week. It was not easy, but we achieved it with God’s guidance. Every morning they now have their own personal time 
with God, praise His name!

My eighteen year old princess, is beginning her career in business administration, and just like her brother, she is planning 
on serving the Lord. She is involved in many spiritual activities at her university and is completely dedicated to God. 
Something that has impressed me is that she wants to marry a pastor, because as a pastor’s wife, she can better serve 
God which is her dream! But of course, we always let her know that regardless of what career he may have, the important 
thing is that the man she is praying for (And we are too!) love Jesus above all else. This is where true future happiness 
lies: In loving God above all else. 

With our youngest little treasure, we are advancing each day in his spiritual education. So that he will grow to be a child 
that loves Jesus and chooses Him to be the center of his life. We must remember that we are God’s work of art: We always 
have room for improvement and God promises to do just this as we journey through our faith, daily seeking Him with trust 
and obedience.

We must know the challenges that our children face. Our task is to maintain persistent in teaching values. There will 
never come a time in a Christian’s walk where they can say, “I have arrived,” at least when it comes to our characters. May 
our goal within our home not be to submit them by force, but to win them through our trust, and leave an impression on 
their hearts by our example.  

May God help us become a positive influence for our children. That they may see His character reflected in us. 

“Children are a heritage from the Lord,  offspring a reward from him.”
(Psalm 127:3).

Our Greatest Challenge 

Betty Menéndez de Pacheco, 
Pastor’s wife for 22 years, SIEMA 
director for the Salvadoran Union, 
mother of three precious children 
(Jonathan, Keren, and Josiah). 
Pursuing a Master’s in Clinical 
Counseling. .
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Many times, as Seventh-Day Adventists, we think, “Jesus is real”, but throughout our 
daily lives it seems like we are far from believing this.  We have become experts in telling 
our families, friends, and church brethren, whenever they are experiencing difficult 
or painful times: “Jesus is real”, but when trials come in our own lives, this concept 
crumbles and our faith stumbles to the point of leading us to react as if we were alone. 
We forget that Jesus is there by our side to help us solve any difficult situation.   

During a family vacation in Colombia, my Sister-in-law told me about her successful 
experience with the program: “Princess of God”, in her district. She explained the entire 
program to me using pictures and videos, as well as provided me with the materials. I 
was very grateful to her for offering such valuable assistance. The project seemed great 
to me; just what we needed in my church district in Venezuela. So, I made the decision 
to put it into practice when I returned from my vacation. I began praying for God to lead 
everything and allow us to experience His presence. Upon arriving in Venezuela, I spoke 
with the director of women’s ministries at the conference. I explained the project to her, 
as well as the needs in my area; when I had finished telling her, she gave me the great 
news that this project was already part of the yearly church schedule for programs and 
encouraged me by saying, “You’re going in the right direction.” This filled me with joy and 
confirmed the importance of implementing this project within my congregations.

I was now convinced that God had a purpose for this program. What was it? I still had 
not idea, but I continued forward. Once I arrived in my district, I met with my church 
leaders, I explained and encouraged them to make this wonderful experience happen. 
I mentioned that we could meet with all the other women at church or at someone’s 
home. The meetings could take place during any convenient times: Throughout the 
week, evenings or mornings, Saturdays, and Sundays as well. I then proposed a prayer 
plan that consisted of all of us praying at 5:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Lastly, we all settled 
on a date, time, and place for the certificate ceremony, and a menu was chosen for the 
occasion. We all left anxiously desiring to begin this project. 

We began the project united, but some of us faced difficulties: girls who were not 
Adventists were not allowed to attend because they did not want contacts with 
evangelicals; others were punished, and not allowed to attend the classes, or were left 
to care for younger brothers; Some teachers became sick and missed several classes, 
some of the girls became discouraged and therefore were also absent, among other 
things. When the ceremony for certification drew closer, many of the participants did not 
even have a dress or shoes for the occasion.  All of these things caused the leaders to 
call unite in prayer. Each girl in the group found a dress and shoes through providential 
circumstances. The day of the ceremony, many parents didn’t want to go with them 
them, some fell ill, but God intervened in an extraordinary way. All of them had someone 
to accompany them, which made them happy. Transportation also became a problem, 
since it was a crucial matter, since there was no public transportation on Sundays. How 
would we be able to arrive on time to the church of Cupira? We were all coming from 
distant locations. Glory to God! He provided again. Food was also a matter of faith. Even 
though we planned on something simple: bread with seasoned salad and sugar cane 
lemon flavored juice.  The current economic state of Venezuela makes it difficult to find 

flour, and not only that, it’s expensive. Well, 
Praise be His Name! He also provided the 
meal for everyone and it was delicious.   
My God removed each obstacle. Each 
church member that participated gave their 
very best at the closing ceremony event.  
We could see and feel God’s presence 
among us. That Sunday December 11th at 
the Cupira Church, 33 girls completed the 
project, 24 of whom were not Adventists. 
Glory to God! The church was filled with 
visitors who were not Adventist, and if 
that was not exciting enough, one of God’s 
Princesses chose to give her life to God 
and was baptized. Many parents were very 
grateful for the work the church had done 
for their daughters, as well as motivated 
and interested in learning more about 
that God their daughters met through the 
project.  

Despite the difficulties experienced, 
I now know with certainty what the 
purpose of the project, Princess of God 
was for my district: To experience in my 
life and in the lives of each of the sisters 
who got involved, that “Jesus is real”.

Jesus is real

Delsy de Jaimes del Distrito from 
the Central Cupira district, wife 
of Pastor Javier Jaimes.  Eastern 
Venezuelan Union.  
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Elizabeth De Los Santos, The 
Church of Seiba, Dominicas Union. 

When I was little and visited my 
grandmother’s house, I realized she 
treated foreigners, from a neighboring 
country, with contempt. Despite being 
so young, I didn’t like it.  

Sometime later, when I began studying 
the Bible, I decided to obey God’s voice 
and love others, just like He loves me 
according to John 13:34.

Whenever I think of my imperfections, 
I think about how God loves me 
unconditionally and asks me to love 
others in the same way. If I mistreat 
someone, it is the same as if I were 
mistreating God Himself. He says in 
Matthew 25:40: “…Truly I tell you, 
whatever you did for one of the least 
of these brothers and sisters of mine, 
you did for me.”

So, I have decided in my heart to treat 
everyone with love, solidarity, and 
kindness, regardless of their race, 
condition, or situation. As a pastor’s 
wife I have learned to preach through 
the way I treat others, especially a 
foreigner. I greet them with hugs, 
sympathy, and try to convey my 
love every opportunity given. I never 

thought that this attitude would yield fruits and someone would stay in church 
as a consequence. 

On a certain occasion, my husband and I were talking to a brother from church; 
he commented on his baptism and how he hadn’t really taken it seriously. He 
had only followed along with the rest of the group that was to be baptized, but 
he never imagined that God would touch his life in a special way. His words 
were, “When I came out of the baptismal waters I was stunned to receive a 
hug and beautiful smile from a woman. She didn’t care that I was soaking wet. 
She congratulated me, gave me a hug, and smiled. At that moment I thought to 
myself…’how could such an elegant and pretty woman, filled with so much love 
give me a hug?  Truly God must be here. That’s why I chose to stay in church.” 
He concluded by saying, “That woman was you, the pastor’s wife.”

Wow! I felt flattered and very happy, because of my behavior, this man had 
stayed in church! 

Sisters, a woman who follows Jesus must treat others with kindness and love; 
we should not make exceptions when interacting with our church members. 
We must avoid having favorites; God created everyone and therefore does not 
prefer some over others. As His faithful daughters, we must follow His example.  
James 2:9 cautions us: “But if you show favoritism, you sin and are convicted by 
the law as lawbreakers.”

So, it is clear that favoritism is a sin. God calls His children to treat others 
equally, whether they are poor, rich, educated, ignorant, strong tempered or 
weak tempered, dark skinned or light skinned, everyone is equal. As pastor’s 
wives, who interact on a daily basis with countless different people, we should 
learn and ask God to help us treat everyone with kindness and decency

DON’T PLAY FAVORITES!
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As a pastor’s wife, you have undoubtedly 
visited may people, helping them 
overcome difficult moments that 
they have had to face. You feel happy 
privileged in your calling, and because 
you have the opportunity to be with 
others the entire time when they most 
need your help. You are ready to be 
there and find joy in doing so. But....
when adversity touches your home 
and you, you can’t believe it!

In 2015, my health was affected. I 
began to feel my left hand lose feeling 

a lot. I thought that my circulation 
wasn’t good. I started exercising, but 
then the toes on my left foot also 
began to become numb. Without being 
too concerned, I visited a specialist for 
my hand and also a doctor, specialized 
in myopathy. After undergoing a 
natural treatment, the doctor referred 
me to a spine and cervical specialist. “ 
A Neurosurgeon!” I told myself, “How 
does my spine have anything to do with 
this? They must not know anything..
hahaha.”“

I obeyed and went to see the spinal 
neurosurgeon, who ordered an MRI 
of the neck and spine. The results 
were a surprise to me: There was 
an obstruction between the spinal 
cord and the cervical spine that was 
causing some liquid to be diverted to 
another part of my body. Up to this 
point, I really wasn’t too concerned, 
the truth is I didn’t fully comprehend 
what was happening to me, until that 
I urgently needed surgery and there 
was a possibility that I would end up 
paralyzed. That scared me!

Sad and worried, I went to see five 
different neurosurgeons specializing 
in cervical column and spinal cord, 
hoping that one of them would provide 
another option, but that didn’t happen. 
All five opinions were the same or in 
some cases worse. I was praying a lot 
during this time, my husband also, but 
I was controlled by my deepest fear. 
My sleep was affected by the fear that 
my fifteen year old daughter would 

WAKE UP! 
ADVERSITY 
CAN ALSO 
AFFECT YOU!

Lida Judith Villela de Monroy,  
Siema Director, wife of Pastor 

Román Monroy, President of 
Eastern Guatemala Conference. 
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see me in a wheelchair and would have to deal with me in that state (I know she 
would have done it with love), but this saddened my heart. 

When I realized that even my nerves were affected, I did what I always do: 
fervently pray and fast. I began to feel peace, calm, and strength. God spoke to 
me through His word and the Holy Spirit, “I have control over your life.” So I told 
my husband, “I have made the decisión to move forward with the operation and I 
want it to be as soon as possible.” God helped us choose the doctor and hospital 
where my spinal surgery would take place. 

We prepared everything, making sure to notify our church members from the 
Eastern Conference in Guatemala, where my husband serves as President. 
SIEMA in all of Guatemala, and many beautiful church brethren whom we know 
from different places my husband has pastored. I also notified my entire family 
and friends, so that they could all be praying for me. A portion of my family was 
even fasting.  

In the midst of my nervousness, my husband surprised me by bringing our son, 
who was studying theology at Adventist University of Central America, in Costa 
Rica, so that all four of us would be together. Our home was blessed with two 
children, Josué Román, 24 years old, who is now working for the Lord; and Lidia 
Abigail,15 years old, who is studying to become a early education teacher. I 
couldn’t help but notice a slight look of fear and sadness in their faces when I 
saw them, which pushed me to be even stronger and instill confidence in them. 
On their part, they expressed their faith in God, and their conviction that He 
would be with me during the operation. But...being their mother, I knew them 
enough to know they were concerned, isn’t that right?

The afternoon of October 3rd arrived. My husband took me to the hospital to 
be admitted, they assigned me to a room, we filled out all the paperwork, and I 
was ready. My husband, children, and a portion of my family that accompanied 
us, prayed for me. That gave me a lot of strength. The next day, October 4th, 
at 6:30AM, they began to prepare me to be transferred to the operating room. 
The anesthesiologist arrived and explained the process and then I was told that 
everything was ready for me. I asked for my family to be allowed in before being 
taken to the operating room. I mustered the courage to put a smile on my face 
for my children and radiated a lot of faith. They prayed for me. I was then left 
alone with my husband, with whom I was able to cry and feel his love. 

Inside the operating room, each person who would be a part of this intervention 
introduced themselves, and tried encouraging me. I told the neurosurgeons not to 
be surprised if they felt a third Higher Power guiding them, and that third person 
would be my God. They smiled and said, “That means everything will come out 
great.” I don’t recall anything else, the operation lasted almost five hours, during 
which my family was encouraged through phone calls and messages telling 
them that everything was going to be fine. People were praying for me. I thank 
God for that, because it gave so much strength to my husband and children.  

Upon the complextly of the operation, the staff stated that it had been successful, 
and that I was in great condition. PRAISE THE LORD! That afternoon, the 
doctor came to see me and said, “I know you are in pain, but I want to confirm 
the miracle God is working in your life, so you will move your feet and legs.” I 
was nervous and in a lot of pain despite all the medications, but God gave me 
strength; and while in pain I was able to move my feet and legs.  I saw the smile 
on the doctor’s face, who then proceeded to tell me about the difficult moments 
they faced during my operation, but that he had remembered my words about 

another Doctor who would be present 
who was greater than them and it gave 
them a sense of security. 

My dear friend, we must be spiritually 
prepared every day of our lives. We 
don’t know when we will have to 
confront circumstances that can rob 
us of our peace of mind. Many times 
we think that tragedy can’t touch 
our homes because we are working 
alongside our husbands in ministry, 
but this is not the case. Our families 
are not exempt from suffering, so 
we must be in harmony with our God 
each and every day maintain beautiful 
communion with our Savior, Jesus 
Christ. 

In anticipation for my surgery I clung 
to this promise from Isaiah 41:10: “So 
do not fear, for I am with you; do not 
be dismayed, for I am your God.I will 
strengthen you and help you;  I will 
uphold you with my righteous right 
hand.”

I still serve my God today, the 
miracles in my life have been for this 
purpose, so that I can bless others. 
May God bless you as He has blessed 
me, you are not alone, you have all of 
heaven and SIEMA to intercede for 
you. God bless you. 
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I can hear my husband saying: “Honey! This Sunday Pastor X is coming! He will 
have a week of prayer and I would like him to stay here with us during that time. 
We can host him right?” On another occasion: “My love! I forgot to mention that 
this afternoon we will be having a meeting with my elders here at home, it’s not 
a problem, right?”

My husband David has many virtues, but he is a bit forgetful, especially when 
it comes to consulting me about bringing people into our home. Situations like 
these, where I am notified with little or no time beforehand, constantly arise. 
I suppose that, as a pastor’s wife, this has happened to you also. Or you get 
unexpected visitors that require hospitality from you and your family. This is 
why you must be prepared and support your husband’s ministry, so that you can 
be a blessing to a friend or church member that might need your help.

 I would like to share some advice with you that has been of great help to me:

1. Maintain an attitude of hospitality: Don’t oppose visitors in your home, “Do 
not forget to show hospitality to strangers, for by so doing some people have 
shown hospitality to angels without knowing it.” (Hebrews 13:2). God can pour 
out many blessings for a home that is willing to welcome others. As a pastoral 
home, your house may serve as a counseling office, conference room, spiritual 
refuge, or praise and worship center. Your disposition to accept others in your 
home can serve to strengthen your husband’s ministry.  

2. Keep your home clean and organized: This can be a real challenge, 
especially with small children. However, your home must be a place where the 
Holy Spirit can reside; remember that the first rule of heaven is order, therefore 
cultivate this principle with your family each day.  Some, on the other hand, 
make cleanliness something of such great importance in the home that it 
can become an idol and disrupt vital aspects of your family dynamic; such as 
spiritual development, children’s playtime, and quality time with your husband. 
Ask the Lord for wisdom in order to find the right balance, remember that, “The 
wise woman builds her house, but with her own hands the foolish one tears hers 
down.” (Proverbs 14:1).

3. Pay attention to your visitors basic needs: Put yourself in your visitors shoes 
and apply the golden rule; “So in everything, do to others what you would have 
them do to you, for this sums up the Law and the Prophets.” (Matthew 7:12). If you 
welcome someone into your home, whether invited or not,, make sure to make 
them feel comfortable and meet their needs. For example, offer them water to 

drink, some juice, fruit, or a sandwich, 
if you are not able to provide a more 
substantial food option at the time. 
If they are spending the night, allow 
them to shower and clean themselves; 
they are possibly coming from a long 
trip or have had a very exhausting day. 
Offer them a comfortable place to 
rest. 

4. Don’t neglect your children:  They 
are your priority. Make welcoming 
guests something pleasant for your 
children, that they might experience 
joy in helping others and making them 
feel welcome. That it may not be 
traumatic for them. Don’t assert strict 
rules because you have guests. 

On the other hand, be extremely 
careful with your little ones. Whenever 
someone has been invited to sleepover, 
try to make sure your children 
sleep in your bedroom. Take into 
consideration that there are wolves 
in sheep’s clothing and we must 
protect our most precious treasures 
from harm; including possible sexual 
abuse, without making the guests 
feel uncomfortable or suspect or 
experience inappropriate comments. 
Follow our Savior’s counsel, “... I am 
sending you out like sheep among 
wolves. Therefore be as shrewd as 
snakes and as innocent as doves.” 
(Matthew 10:16)

Ellen White says: “The warm 
welcoming, a seat beside the fire set 
with love, and one also at the table, is 
the privilege of sharing the blessing 
of family worship. For many they are 
like glimpses of heaven...There are 
precious opportunities for those that 
want to make their home a blessing 
for others.”  (MC 272). 

Are you ready to be a host? Will your 
home be a blessing for others?

ALWAYS 
READY!

Lucy Brazón de Corro, 
Eastern Venezuelan Union. 
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The night of that ominous day begun so soberly and peaceful that no one suspected the raging storm that roared inside 
Gomer’s tender heart. She was always so full of joy and life, so happy and talkative, but at this moment she was silent; 
turned off, with her eyes fixed on her hands and plate, trying not to look up because she felt like everyone could read the 
traces of her tragedy and misfortune in her eyes. A veil of fear overshadowed each word and the customary brilliance of 
her eyes.

On more than one occasion she was rebuked by her brothers for the unaccustomed briefness with which she answered 
and her muteness, but  instead of defending herself with words and wit, as she typically would  do under different 
circumstances, looked down and blushed all the way up to the roots of her abundant locks. Hannah, having been the 
first to notice the change in her daughter’s attitude and behavior, maternally attributed it to the fact that the girl was 
probably experiencing the beginning of her menstrual cycle. She tried to shield Gomer as much as possible from the sharp 
comments her brothers made, who could not understand, much less comprehend a teenage girl. Diblaim limited himself 
to some inconsequential comments, and left matters in the hands of his wife, as he often did, so as not to complicate his 
life with the things of raising a girl, which Hannah so skillfully tended to.

Thus passed the hour of family worship and dinner, without too many hazards. Gomer helped her mother remove the 
utensils used for dinner from the table. As they worked together, the men having left, each in their usual afternoon 
routine, they resumed the intimate dialogue to which they were already accustomed. Carefully, with the innate touch 
of a mother for whom her daughter has no secrets, Hannah attempted to pull peel back one leaf at a time with the 
same delicacy one would peel  an onion of the story of that horrifying incident from that bitter and long day. Later, in the 
darkness of her small bedroom, Gomer shielded herself in the arms of her mother, while with muffled sobs he opened her 
heart wide. With her own heart also broken by the immense pain shared by Gomer, Hannah took her daughter who was in 
pieces and tried to replace the pieces of her delicate life and heal those deep wounds.

(Gomer’s story continued…)
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David Vélez-Sepúlveda; PhD in Arts, specializing in 
Hispanic-American Literature. Vocational Professor. 

No one like a mother could have 
soothed with her blessed balm of 
love and understanding that tender, 
shattered heart who had been affected 
by the deceit and lust of an unknown 
passer-by, perhaps a shameless 
neighbor, who, under the anonymity of 
an infamous disguise, stole the most 
precious treasure from this beautiful 
girl, breaking her fragile life like a 
stolen flower, whose tender innocent 
and perfumed petals began to wither 
immediately.

Hannah kept the anguished secret 
of her precious daughter in her 
heart, trying to shield her from the 
misfortune that she knew very well 
would come with the knowledge of that 
unfortunate event. But the reality of 
what a late discovery would mean for 
Gomer, did not let her be at peace. Her 
daughter, on the other hand, could not 
hide her scars either. This knowledge 
anguished her day and night, affecting 
her sleep, her hours of rest and shared 
time with her mother. Gomer became 
more withdrawn at times, and Hannah 
began to fear for her daughter’s 
mental health. The idea of conversing 
with her husband and explaining the 
reasons for her daughter’s strange 
behavior began to revolve in her mind, 
but this task was so monumental, it 
seemed so insurmountable, that she 
was reluctant to consider it whenever 

it arose within her tormented heart. 
Hannah was alone, with her daughter, 
struggling with this huge problem, 
that was much bigger than her.

One day, around noon, in their growing 
desperation, Hannah and Gomer 
decided to go talk to their elderly 
mother and grandmother. That meant, 
however, a rather long and hazardous 
journey. They decided to wait, make 
arrangements with Diblaim to be out 
of the house for at least three days 
and two nights, and go visit Grandma.  
Hannah had to request those three days 
and two nights with her husband, but 
she could go unaccompanied. Gomer 
and Hannah would have to follow one 
of the caravans of merchants who left 
their town every morning and return 
in the same manner on the afternoon 
of the third day. Diblaim would be in 
charge of making these arrangements 
immediately so they could leave in two 
days.

That would mean that Diblaim and his 
children would have to warm up and 
serve their own food, that Hannah 
would leave everything ready for them 
upon returning from work the first day, 
and that they would have dinner later 
than usual on the second day, because 
Hanna would have to prepare the food 
upon her arrival in the afternoon. 

After agreeing upon this, the 
arrangements were made for the trip. 
The luggage would be extremely light, 
to minimize the fatigue of the long trek 
and ensure that they could maintain 
the pace of the caravan. They could not 
forget a container for water, food for 
the road, two changes of clothes, gifts 
for the grandmother, and other similar 
details. They decided that they would 
take Silverlada, their meek and reliable 
gray mule, on which both Hannah 
and Gomer could ride and carry their 
meager luggage. Once everything was 
ready, on the appointed day, they left, 
very early in the morning. Dawn was 
barely breaking as they made their 
way to visit Gomer’s grandmother. The 
motivation behind that visit was not 
revealed to Diblaim, nor did he suspect 
it, although he did suspect that it had 
something to do with Gomer’s recent 
attitude and strange behavior. “Maybe 
she is somewhat nostalgic and the 
trip will be good,” the father reasoned, 
somewhat distanced, as always. 
But he gave his authorization, albeit 
reluctantly.
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One evening I was sitting with my oldest daughter, playing 
and talking with my 6-month-old baby girl.  We made funny 
faces so that she would laugh out loud and I would ask her, 
“Tell me baby, where did you come from? Then my second 
daughter, Jazmin, who was eleven years old, looked at me 
shocked and asked: “You don’t know where my sister came 
from?” I know, do you want me to tell you?”

Oblivious to the motive behind her surprise, I asked her to 
explain where her sister came from. She replied with:

Dad shared a sperm that was sure to be joined with an 
ovum of yours and fertilized, and so an embryo was formed 
that later became a fetus which after nine months in your 
stomach, turned into a beautiful girl who is my sister, and 
that’s how my sister and I came. That’s where all the babies 
come from, mom! Jasmine explained.

My oldest daughter looked at me and said, “Now you know 
where babies come from!” After having received that 
lesson on sex education for Mom, we could not contain our 
laughter.

Linor de Kabbas, wife of Pastor Vladimir Kabbas, Works in the 
Central Venezuelan Conference, Eastern Venezuelan Union.  

Ed for Mom
Sex



On Sunday April 2nd, 2017, our beloved sister, Betty Pacheco from the Salvadoran Union, delivered the third seminar titled, 

“Interpersonal relations of the pastor’s wife with church members,”  for the Continuing Education Program. The first seminar 

titled, “The Pastor’s wife’s relationship with colleagues and friends,” was led by Pr. René López. The second seminar titled, 

“The pastor’s wife and her relationship with women in church,” was led by Pr. Dany Perla, president of the Metropolitan 

Conference.  The Metropolitan, Paracentral, Central, and Eastern Conferences all participated. 

El Salvador Union 

ACTIVITIES WITHIN
OUR TERRITORY


